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ABSTRACT 

In aeromechanical design one of the major rules is to operate under High Cyclic Fatigue 
(HCF) margins and away from flutter. The level of dynamic excitations and risk of HCF can 
be estimated by performing forced response analyses from blade row interaction forces or 
Low Engine Order (LEO) excitation mechanisms. On the other hand, flutter stability 
prediction can be assessed by calculation of aerodynamic damping forces due to blade 
motion. In order to include these analyses as regular practices in an industrial 
aeromechanical design process, interaction between the fields of fluid and structural 
dynamics must be established in a rather simple yet accurate manner. Effects such as 
aerodynamic and structural mistuning should also be taken into account where parametric 
and probabilistic studies take an important role.  
  
The present work presents the development and validation of a numerical tool for 
aeromechanical design. The tool aims to integrate in a standard and simple manner 
regular aeromechanical analysis such as forced response analysis and aerodynamic 
damping analysis of bladed disks.  
 
Mistuning influence on forced response and aerodynamic damping is assessed by 
implementing existing model order reduction techniques in order to decrease the 
computational effort and assess results in an industrially applicable time frame.  The 
synthesis program solves the interaction of structure and fluid from existing Finite Element 
Modeling (FEM) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solvers inputs by including a 
mapping program which establishes the fluid and structure mesh compatibility. Blade row 
interaction harmonic forces and/or blade motion aerodynamic damping forces are inputs 
from unsteady fluid dynamic solvers whereas the geometry, mass and stiffness matrices of 
a blade alone or bladed disk sector are inputs from finite element solvers. Structural and 
aerodynamic damping is also considered.  
 
Structural mistuning is assessed by importing different sectors and any combinations of 
the full disk model can be achieved by using Reduced Order Model (ROM) techniques. 
Aerodynamic mistuning data can also be imported and its effects on the forced response 
and stability assessed. The tool is developed in such a way to allow iterative analysis in a 
simple manner, being possible to realize aerodynamically and structurally coupled 
analyses of industrial bladed disks. A new method for performing aerodynamic coupled 
forced response and stability analyses considering the interaction of different mode 
families has also been implemented. The method is based on the determination of the 
aerodynamic matrices by means of least square approximations and is here referred as 
the Multimode Least Square (MLS) method. 
 
The present work includes the program description and its applicability is assessed on a 
high pressure ratio transonic compressor blade and on a simple blisk. 
 
 
Keywords: aeromechanical design, turbomachinery, numerical tool, reduced order 
modeling, mistuning, ROM, aero-structure coupling, CFD, FEM, methods 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Latin Symbols 

A   circulant matrix with generalized force coefficients. Amplitude [m] 
a   generalized coordinate of a mode [-]    
C   damping matrix [Ns/m] 
c   blade chord [m] 
cp   unsteady pressure influence coefficient [Pa] 
F   force [N] 
f̂    complex force [N] 

f   frequency of oscillation [rad/s] 
G   vector of force generalized coordinates [N] 
I   identity matrix 
K   stiffness matrix [N/m], reduced frequency [-] 
L2   least square [-] 
N   number of blades [-] 
nd   nodal diameter [-] 
M   mass matrix [Kg] 
m   blade number index [-] 
P   matrix of mode vectors [m] 
Sf   stress factor [-] 
t   time [s] 
 
Greek Symbols 

λ    eigen value [-] 
ωΔ    aerodynamic coupling strength [-] 

ω    frequency [rad/s] 
σ    inter blade phase angle [rad], stress [Pa] 
Ω    excitation frequency [rad/s] 
 
Subscripts 

aero   aerodynamic contribution due to blade motion 
blade   blade 
c   compression 
cycle   oscillation cycle 
IC   influence coefficient 
imag   imaginary component 
max   maximum 
min   minimum 
real   real component 
stru   structure 
t   tension 
o   vacuum 
twm   travelling wave mode domain 
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Superscripts 

T   matrix transpose 

^   complex 
 
Abbreviations 

CFD   computational fluid dynamics 
DOF   degree of freedom 
EO   engine order 
FE   finite element 
HCF   high cycle fatigue 
MLS   multimode least square 
LEO   low engine order 
LPT   low pressure turbine 
ROM   reduced order model 
SDOF   single degree of freedom 
 
Definitions 

Hot geometry blade geometry on operation as designed aerodynamically. Pre-
stressed geometry 

Campbell diagram frequency vs. frequency diagram where eigen frequencies are plotted 
against engine order excitation lines. Used for determination of 
resonance crossings. 

Haigh diagram Alternant vs. mean stress diagram where high cycle fatigue material 
limits are presented. Used for determination of stress limits. 
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1.  BACKGROUND 

1.1. Basics of Aeroelasticity 

In order to predict the aeromechanical behavior in turbomachinery the interaction between 
the flow and the structure should be studied. Aerodynamics is considered during the blade 
design, aiming to achieve profiles which give a maximum performance for the power 
demands of the machine. Nevertheless, structural criteria must be respected: the structure 
will respond to the mean loads (e.g.: centrifugal, pressure and thermal loads) and also to 
the unsteady loads (e.g.: pressure fluctuations). The field which studies the interaction of 
the different forces between fluid and structure is referred as aeroelasticty and can be 
graphically represented by the Collar’s triangle of forces (Collar 1946) depicted in Figure 
1-1. 
 

Inertial forces
(Dynamics)

Aerodynamic forces
(Fluid Dynamics)

Elastic forces
(Solid Mechanics)

Ri
gi

d 
bo

dy
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ro

dy
na

m
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Static aeroelasticity

Dynamic
Aeroelasticity

 
Figure 1-1: Collar’s triangle of aeroelasticity 

 
In turbomachinery aeroelastic phenomena are usually treated in different manners 
depending on the source of the fluid unsteady forces. In the case of unsteady forces 
generated only by the vibration of the blades, the aeroelastic phenomenon is referred as 
aerodynamic damping. When performing aerodynamic damping analysis in 
turbomachinery the major goal is to determine: 1) the flutter margins of the machine and 2) 
the damping of the structure due to the aerodynamic forces.  
 
Flutter is a condition in which the fluid around the structure acts in a destabilizing manner 
(i.e. exciting the system) instead of damping the oscillations. In individual thin and long 
structures (e.g. aircraft wing) the mass ratio (mass of the structure divided by the mass of 
surrounding fluid) determines the flutter susceptibility: a high mass ratio implies lower 
flutter susceptibility. In turbomachinery, the blades interact with other blades in the same 
row due to the fluid presence. This kind of blade interaction if often referred as 
aerodynamic coupling. Flutter susceptibility in turbomachinery is not straight forward and 
depends on many parameters (e.g.: blade and disk mode shapes, oscillation frequency, 
operating point, incidence angle, vibration phase between the blades, etc.). The mass ratio 
determines the level of aerodynamic coupling between the blades (a high mass ratio 
corresponds to a low aerodynamic coupling and a low mass ratio to a high aerodynamic 
coupling). This gives an indication of which coupling technique is suitable for flutter 
prediction.   
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The other relevant aeroelastic phenomena is referred as forced response, which refers to 
the response of the structure to excitations from unsteady forces from non-uniformities in 
one frame of reference (e.g. stator) leading to unsteadiness in another frame of reference 
(e.g. rotor). The most common source of unsteady forces is due to the interaction between 
rotating blade rows and non-rotating blade rows (blade row interaction). For this kind of 
interaction the frequency of excitation of the unsteady forces is a multiple of the rotational 
speed and thus the vibration due to this kind of excitation forces is referred as 
synchronous vibration. Vibration due to unsteady forces with a frequency not dependent 
on the rotational speed are usually referred as non synchronous vibration (e.g. vortex 
shedding). The forced response analysis aims to determine what are the main resonance 
conditions and if their levels do not risk the integrity of the machine. 
 
 

1.2. Aeromechanical Design 

The aeromechanical design goal in turbomachinery is to ensure that the machine operates 
under the flutter and HCF margins. It is common practice to assess flutter and forced 
response in two separated analyses. If a flutter condition is predicted in the operating 
range of the machine, this usually implies an unacceptable situation which will require new 
iterations in the design process. Nevertheless, the aerodynamic damping data obtained 
from flutter analyses (or stability analysis) is also necessary in order to consider the 
damping due to aerodynamic forces in the forced response analysis. 
 

1.2.1. Stability Analysis 

There are different practices for predicting stability in turbomachinery. A first indicator of 
flutter margins is the reduced frequency (k), which is the ratio of the frequency of 
oscillation (f) and blade chord (c) over the flow velocity (u). This parameter relates the time 
a particle needs to travel the chord of the blade (t) to the period of blade oscillation (T), as 
presented in Eq. 1-1 

 
Eq. 1-1 

u
fc

T
tk π2
==  

 
For different configurations, there are critical reduced frequency values at which flutter can 
occur. For a specific frequency of oscillation, the flutter risk increases with flow velocity. 
For turbomachinery blades critical reduced frequency values are in the range of 0.1 and 1 
(Vogt 2005). It has been demonstrated in several studies that also the mode shape 
(Panovsky and Kielb 2000, Vogt et al 2007) and flow incidence (Peng and Vahdati 2002) 
have an influence on aerodynamic damping or stability.  
 
In bladed disks, the blades are not only coupled by the disk (structural coupling) but also 
by the flow (aerodynamic coupling). In a tuned system, the blades vibrate with the same 
mode, frequency and amplitude but with a phase lag between them (Crawley 1988); in 
other words in a Travelling Wave Mode (TWM). This phase lag is usually referred to as 
inter blade phase angle (IBPA).The inter blade phase angle is related to the vibration 
modes of the bladed disk through the nodal diameter. For each nodal diameter, two 
different travelling waves are possible, one forward and one backward. This means that for 
each bladed disk vibration mode (frequency, blade mode and inter blade phase angle) the 
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aerodynamic coupling is different and has a different effect on the stability. A more 
advanced design practice is to obtain the often called stability curves in which the 
aerodynamic damping is calculated for different inter blade phase angles at different blade 
modes and frequencies, as shown in Figure 1-2. An unstable region occurs in the range of 
inter blade phase angles -50 to 50 degrees, where the damping ratio has a negative value 
indicating a self exciting condition. The aerodynamic damping or stability can be 
determined from the work per blade oscillation cycle done by the flow. If the work per cycle 
is positive, it means that the structure is transferring energy to the flow, which means a 
damping condition. If the work per cycle is negative, it means that the flow is transferring 
energy to the structure, creating an unstable condition (exciting the structure). 

 

 
 

Figure 1-2: Stability curve 
 
The work per cycle can thus be obtained if the complex unsteady forces are known, in 
which the phase between the blade oscillation and the unsteady pressures is a crucial 
parameter in defining the stability. This means that under flutter conditions the flow 
unsteadiness is leading the motion. 
 
In general, there are two main approaches for the determination of the complex blade 
motion forces: Travelling Wave Mode (TWM) domain and Influence Coefficient (INFC) 
domain. In the TWM domain the blades oscillate with the same mode shape, frequency 
and amplitude at different inter blade phase angles. It is possible to obtain the resulting 
unsteady pressures in the blades.  The INFC is valid for small perturbations and considers 
that the influence of the different blades superimposes linearly as shown by Hanamura et 
al (1980). The relation between the travelling wave mode and the influence coefficient for a 
specific inter blade phase angle is given by Eq. 1-2. 

 
 
 

Eq. 1-2 
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 It is then possible to oscillate only one blade (the reference blade or blade with index 0) at 
a certain mode shape, frequency and amplitude and obtain the influence of the oscillating 
blade on the other blades and on itself.  It is a common finding that the influence of the 
neighbor blades (index +1 and -1) on the reference blade is higher as compared to the 
influence from the farther away neighbors. Furthermore, the influence on stability of the 
reference blade on itself is constant for all the inter blade phase angles and is in general of 
stabilizing character. The first neighbors give a harmonically varying angle, the second 
neighbors give a higher harmonic and similar for further away neighbors. Due to this 
behavior the final superposed influence from all the blades give to the stability curve an “S” 
shape. This influence coefficient method has been applied by Vogt (2005) in a 3D flutter 
analysis of a LPT cascade. One advantage of working in the Influence Coefficient domain 
is that the force coefficients can be introduced in the dynamic equation as stiffness and a 
damping contribution between blades represented in a single degree of freedom blades 
lumped system (Crawley 1988). This simplification can be done for lightly aerodynamic 
damped systems. As a result a complex eigen value problem can be solved and both the 
aerodynamic damping as well as the frequency change due to the aerodynamic coupling 
determined. 
 
 

1.2.2. Forced Response Analysis 

In order to predict the response levels in an early stage of the design, forced response 
analyses are employed. The main time periodic excitation sources for this kind of analysis 
rise mainly from the relative motion of the components (e.g. rotor and stator), where the 
excited component experiences cyclic forces with frequencies being multiples of the 
rotational speed. The unsteady forces can stem from up- stream or down- stream of the 
excited blade. The most common excitation sources are due to blade row interaction, inlet 
distortions (inlets struts, inflow non-uniformity) and circumferential variations in the burners 
exit flow.  
 
The main goal is to determine the excitation levels of resonance crossings in the operating 
range. The resonance crossings are represented in a frequency vs. frequency diagram: 
the Campbell diagram (Figure 1-3). In this diagram the blade eigen frequencies change 
with rotational speed is plotted together with the Engine Order (EO) excitation lines. When 
there is a crossing between an eigen frequency line with an EO line, a resonance condition 
might occur.  
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Figure 1-3: Campbell diagram 

 
The crossings inside the operating range of the machine are of major concern, being the 
modes with low frequency (e.g. first flexion 1F, first torsion 1T and second flexion 2F) the 
most critical ones. 
 
The Campbell diagram gives an indication of the number of possible resonance 
occurrences considering only the blade eigen frequencies and excitation frequency. 
Nevertheless, in order to obtain a resonance condition not only a frequency crossing must 
exist but also the circumferential pattern of excitation on the bladed disk should coincide 
with the nodal diameter of the bladed disk excited.  
 
The level of excitation at a certain crossing can be determined by using Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) unsteady calculations considering blade row interaction. Laumert et 
al (2002a and 2002b) has done an extensive investigation in which the main excitation 
mechanisms in a turbine stage were determined. The main excitation mechanisms are 
wakes, potential field perturbations (e.g. shock motion) and vortex shedding.  
 
The unsteady CFD calculations predict the levels of aerodynamic forcing. In order to 
determine if the levels are below the HCF margins, the dynamic system should be solved, 
where considerations of the structural properties (mass and stiffness), damping 
(mechanical and aerodynamic damping) and aerodynamic forces should be included. This 
analysis results in the amplitude of vibration of a specific resonance crossing. In order to 
determine the fatigue risk, the stress levels as well as the fatigue material data should be 
considered. Integration of these practices for forced response prediction is one of the 
objectives of the present work. 
 
 

1.2.3. Mistuning 

Simplified analyses consider that the bladed disk is a cyclic symmetric or tuned structure. 
Due to manufacturing or material tolerances, wear, mounting clearances, Foreign Object 
Damage (FOD) or in service events, bladed disks are usually not cyclic symmetric and 
instead have a mistuning level.  
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1.2.3.1. Structural Mistuning 

In literature, mistuning due to change in structural properties (e.g.: mass or stiffness) is 
referred as structural mistuning. One of the consequences of mistuning is that the 
travelling wave mode is broken and a frequency split is experienced. This brings different 
impacts on the forced response and stability. In only structurally coupled analysis, it is 
widely shown that structural mistuning causes the energy to concentrate in a few blades 
(mode localization) and thus these blades feature amplitude magnification compared to the 
tuned structure (Bladh et al 2000).  
 
On the other hand, it has also been demonstrated that structural mistuning has a positive 
effect on the stability (Kielb et al 2004). The stability effect on specific nodal diameter 
modes due to mistuning is related to the mistuning pattern. It has also been shown that 
structural mistuning stabilizes the less stable mode but decreases the damping of the 
highly damped modes (Martel et al 2008, Seinturier et al 2000). As a result, the overall 
stability curve would converge to the mean damping due to structural mistuning.  In this 
sense, intentional mistuning can be used as a technique to move away from the flutter 
margins, but still the impact on forced response must be considered. 
 

1.2.3.1. Aerodynamic Mistuning 

Manufacturing tolerances, wear and FOD not only cause a change in the structural 
properties of the bladed disk, but also a difference in both blade to blade mean and 
unsteady pressures. This unsteady pressure differences are referred as aerodynamic 
mistuning.   
 
Studies regarding the effect of aerodynamic mistuning on stability conclude that in some 
cases the aerodynamic mistuning could have a stabilizing effect: alternating blade spacing 
(Ekici 2008) perturbing unsteady forces with an alternant pattern and also perturbing only 
one blade (Kielb 2007). In other cases it could have a destabilizing effect: large stagger 
angle variations and random unsteady forces perturbations (Kielb 2007). Alternant de-
stagger variations resulted in some cases stabilizing and in other destabilizing (Ekici 
2008). In conclusion, it is not perfectly clear what the effect of aerodynamic mistuning on 
stability will be and thus it is recommended to include this consideration in the 
aeromechanical design.  
 
The effects of aerodynamic mistuning in forced response have been assessed by 
Miyakozawa et al (2008). Other than in case of structural mistuning, only single peaks in 
the response were obtained and amplitude magnification of the highest amplitude blade 
was always lower than the ones due to a frequency mistuning of 1%, in which multiple 
frequencies are present. The amplitude magnification is not localized and thus several 
blades experience similar amplitude magnification. When both aerodynamic mistuning and 
structural mistuning are considered, the amplification factors are dominated by the 
structural mistuning, although the aerodynamic mistuning contributed with around 10% of 
the total amplitude magnification compared to the tuned case. In general, it can be said 
that aerodynamic mistuning also has a negative effect on forced response. 
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1.2.3.2. Reduced Order Models 

Predicting the effects of mistuning requires not only the consideration of the full blisk but 
also probabilistic analyses since the mistuning distribution is unknown in the design stage. 
Resolving finite element models of the full annulus can become extremely expensive and 
thus Reduced Order Models (ROM) have been applied extensively for this purpose. 
 
Different methods such as static condensation (Guyan 1965) and dynamic condensation 
(Craig and Bampton 1968) have been adapted for turbomachinery applications. The 
Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) methods employ dynamic condensation and sub-
structuring techniques in order to reduce the model size. Depending on the sub-structuring 
approach and set of nominal modes considered, different methods exist which predict well 
the final response as compared to the full finite element models (Yang and Griffin 1997, 
Castanier et al 1997, Bladh 2000). Other methods, such as the Exact Reduced Order 
Model (Petrov et al 2002) consider the mistuning response as a function of the forced 
response of the tuned system and the mistuned matrix. A different approach is the 
Fundamental Mistuning Model (FMM) by Feiner and Griffin (2002) which solves mistuning 
for individual mode families of blade dominated modes in an approach similar to the 
lumped mass system where mistuning is based in the tuned bladed disk frequencies and 
the deviation of individual mistuned blade-alone frequencies to their tuned frequencies. 
This method has also been updated by Martel et al (2008) to the Asymptotic Mistuning 
Model (AMM) which allows describing the effect of small mistuning on modes belonging to 
families exhibiting a non-small variation of frequency (disk dominated modes). 
 
In the present work, a simple condensation mistuning technique (Guyan reduction) is 
employed in order to account for both structural and aerodynamic mistuning for the 
integration of the aeromechanical design chain.  
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2. STATE OF THE ART IN AEROMECHANICAL DESIGN 

2.1. Aeromechanical Design Chain 

One main challenge of the aeromechanical design is its multidisciplinary character. 
Prediction of forced response and aerodynamic damping requires communication of 
unsteady aerodynamics and structural dynamics. In an industry environment 
communication can sometimes become a challenge if there is not a clear aeromechanical 
design chain established and integration tools available. Nevertheless, predicting the 
aeromechanical behavior of the machine efficiently and reliably in an early stage of the 
design and certainly before the engine tests translates into cost reduction. It has been 
stated by El-Aini (1997) that 90% of aeromechanical problems are uncovered during 
engine development, whereas the remaining 10% stands for one third of the total engine 
development costs. Discovering these problems at a later stage in engine development 
can thus be extremely expensive.  
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Figure 2-1: Basic aeromechanical design chain, adapted from Seinturier (2008) 
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An overview of the basic aeromechanical chain in industry has been presented by Wilson 
and Korakianitis (1998) and Seinturier (2008) and a similar compilation is presented in 
Figure 2-1. 
 
The Haigh diagram obtained in this chain contains the static stress levels and only the 
distribution of the dynamic stresses for different blade structural modes (from Finite 
Element modal analysis) but the dynamic stress levels are not known. It is only possible to 
estimate which section of the blade is the most critical by considering the combination of 
both static stresses and dynamic stress distribution which results in the determination of 
the maximum allowable stress. A major drawback of this design chain is that the levels of 
the resonance crossings are not known prior to final engine tests. Design criteria regarding 
which modes are considered dangerous is usually based on empirical correlations and 
experience. A condition often used is not allowing the three lowest modes to be crossings 
in the operating range (Seinturier 2008). In many cases, avoiding these crossings can 
become an impossible task and knowing the level of excitation must be assessed by 
engine tests. Nowadays, due to the 3D character of the blades, other modes could have 
major impact in the forcing and thus it is important to predict how dangerous these modes 
are.  
 
With the development of computational capabilities and accuracy of computational fluid 
dynamic codes, aeromechanical problems can be predicted in early design. Silkowski 
(2001) demonstrated that aeromechanical problems such as flutter and multistage 
aerodynamic forcing can be addressed within a computational framework as compared to 
experimental data.  
 
Forced response calculations by performing unsteady CFD inter row simulations has 
become an important practice in industry. This allows estimating the levels of the 
dangerous crossings in an early stage where it is possible to modify the design in order to 
move them away from the operating range or reduce their levels. A method to assess 
forced response based on modal force indicator functions was presented by Vahdati et al. 
(2008) where it was shown that modifications of either the unsteady pressure distribution 
or the mode shape can be introduced as a design practice to reduce response levels in 
dangerous modes. Another approach to determine the HCF risk of dangerous crossings 
has been presented by Mårtensson et al. (2009), in which the fatigue risk is assessed by 
means of ranking values obtained from fatigue material data, static stress and dynamic 
stresses levels from generalized forces. The unsteady force levels are known from 
experience or from CFD computations. 
 
With the development of CFD non-linear and linear Euler and Navier Stokes solvers it is 
also possible to obtain unsteady forces due to blade motion on 3D blades by either 
oscillating one blade (influence coefficient domain) or by computing a periodic sector of 
blades oscillating at different inter blade phase angles (travelling wave mode). The mode 
shape oscillation can be obtained from results of finite element analyses. Structural 
coupling also affects stability prediction (Bendiksen and Friedman 1982) and thus stability 
analysis considering bladed disk vibration should also be considered in the 
aeromechanical chain. 
 
The aeromechanical design chain can be modified including both forced response and 
stability analysis as depicted in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: Aeromechanical design chain including forced response and stability 
analyses, adapted from Seinturier (2008) 

 
Different approaches which consider the coupling between the structure and the fluid in 
turbomachinery aeromechanics have been proposed as outlined below.  
 

2.2. Fluid-structure Interaction 

An overview of different fluid-structure interaction approaches for forced response and 
flutter analysis has been presented by Moffatt and He (2005). A classification depending 
on the coupling strength of the fluid-structure interaction approach can be simplified to: 
decoupled, intermediately coupled and fully coupled systems.  
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2.2.1. Decoupled System 

The structure and flow behavior is assumed to be linear. Structural modes, unsteady 
forces and aeroelastic forces are calculated separately. The main assumptions considered 
are that the oscillation mode shape is not affected by the aerodynamic forces, the structure 
vibration amplitude is linear with the excitation and that the aerodynamic damping force is 
linear with the vibration amplitude.  
This approach is valid for blades with high density and stiffness (or a high mass ratio) and 
for small vibration amplitudes. Aerodynamic damping forces are calculated by projecting 
the mode shapes onto the CFD mesh and the vibration amplitude is fixed. It is regularly 
accepted that mode shapes remain unaffected for lightly-damped blades. This assumption 
has been widely adopted (Kielb, 1999; Marshall and Imregun, 1996).  
 

 
2.2.2. Intermediately Coupled System 

The intermediately coupled or partially coupled analysis considers that the structure 
behaves linearly with the excitation but the aerodynamic damping forces are not linear with 
vibration amplitude. Also, this approach can consider changes in the mode shapes due to 
aerodynamic damping. An iterative process is necessary:  the forcing function and mode 
shapes are calculated separately and a first aerodynamic damping is estimated. A new 
forcing function is calculated considering the aerodynamic damping and new updated 
amplitudes and mode shape obtained. A new aerodynamic damping computation is done 
and the process repeated until convergence is reached. 
 

  
2.2.3. Fully Coupled System 

The fully coupled system requires a time marching procedure. The fluid and structural 
equations are solved simultaneously under the same numerical scheme. Neither the 
structure nor the aeroelastic forces are considered to be linear. At each time step the 
forces are applied on the blade surfaces (both blade row interaction forces and 
aerodynamic damping forces). The damping used to determine the response is only 
mechanical. An iterative integration is required: at each step the structure displacements 
are calculated and the flow path is modified leading to varying pressure. The solution is 
reached when oscillation of the blade is established. Fully-coupled methods based on both 
inviscid and viscous flow solvers have been used for flutter calculations by Silkowski et al 
(2001). Multi-stage models become more important for accurate prediction of aerodynamic 
forcing and thus implementing fully coupled schemes in regular design processes 
becomes highly costly. 
 
 

2.2.1. Applicability of Fluid-Structure Interaction Methods 

In general, the decoupled and intermediately coupled system have been employed in 
industry practices due to their simple implementation and lower calculation time as 
compared to the fully coupled systems and yet resulting in accurate predictions. Schmitt et 
al (2003) has shown that the aerodynamic forces of the coupled solution closely matches 
the superimposed decoupled forces for a counter-rotating prop fan, and not only was it 
possible to obtain accurate vibration amplitudes, but also the distribution of the unsteady 
forces along the blade. It is also mentioned that in case of strong multi-row effects on the 
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aerodynamic damping forces, the decoupled method would not be convenient. Moffatt and 
He (2003) conducted studies of the influence of decoupled and fully coupled systems on 
the forced response amplitudes on a transonic fan. The coupled solutions were found to 
be strongly affected by a frequency shift due to the added mass effect of the vibration-
induced aerodynamic damping forces. The decoupled method showed to be insensitive to 
frequency shift, maintaining resonance at the blade natural frequency and capturing the 
resonant peak with one solution. Thus, it was identified to be the best approach for blade 
row interaction problems. 
 
Much effort in developing fluid structure interaction methods has been done. Nevertheless, 
unification of all these methods in a standardized user-friendly tool is a major challenge. 
Moyroud (1998) developed a numerical tool (STRUFLO) for forced response and flutter 
predictions. It was possible to perform blade-alone and full bladed disk forced response 
analysis accounting for structural and force mistuning by using full or reduced models 
(ROM). Flutter analysis based on modal aerodynamic coupled and uncoupled analyses 
was available. The tool was applied in structural dynamics, aerodynamics and aeroelastic 
analyzes of the NASA Rotor 67 un-shrouded transonic fan, a shrouded transonic fan and a 
subsonic wide chord fan. Even though STRUFLO has a wide range of capabilities and 
available solvers, the fact that it is integrated in a shell, requires an adaptation if a new 
solver is to be used.  
 
Nowadays, there is a wide range of available CFD methods and solvers. Different methods 
as the chorochronic approach (Erdos 1997), time inclination (Giles 1992), harmonic 
balance (He 1992), scaling technique (Mayorca 2009), etc. are often used for the 
calculation of aerodynamic forcing. On the other hand, aerodynamic damping calculations 
can be assessed with unsteady Euler or Navier Stokes as well as linearized solvers with 
different approaches (travelling wave mode or influence coefficient domain).  In order for 
an aeromechanical design tool to be efficiently applicable, it should handle inputs from 
both in-house as well as commercial codes enhancing large flexibility. For this purpose, 
the decoupled or partially coupled analyses are also much more feasible and practical.   
 
The present work aims at developing a synthesis or integration tool which uses inputs from 
external CFD solvers (results from both aerodynamic damping and aerodynamic forcing 
calculations) and Finite Element (FE) codes, in order to solve stability and forced response 
analysis. Capabilities of structural, force and aerodynamic mistuning are also targeted.    
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3. OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH 

3.1. Objective 

 
The main objective of this work is the development and validation of an in-house numerical 
tool for aeromechanical design analyses. 
 
The numerical tool should: 
 

1. Include forced response and stability analyses  
2. Include capabilities for structural and aerodynamic mistuning  
3. Have as input solutions from aerodynamic damping and aerodynamic forcing 

computations from external Computational Fluid Dynamics solvers 
4. Have as input structural geometries from external finite element codes 
5. Have an interface simple enough such that it can be used by turbomachinery 

designers from different fields   
6. Have a balance between accuracy and computational efficiency 
7. Produce data compatible to external solvers for further post processing purposes 
8. Return as main output the fatigue risk and stability margins 
9. Permit to perform partially coupled analysis 

 
 

3.2. Approach 

The aeromechanical design chain process is first defined similarly to as presented in 
section 2 and the aeromechanical tool AROMA (Aeroelastic Reduced Order Modeling 
Analysis) developed.  
 
The structural data (mass, stiffness and geometry) is imported from external FE solvers. 
The aerodynamic forcing is considered by importing the unsteady forces on blade surface 
from blade row interaction CFD calculations from external solvers. Similarly, the 
aerodynamic damping forces are imported in terms of unsteady pressures from external 
CFD blade motion calculations for different modes at different inter blade phase angles. 
Mechanical damping, at the present time, is only considered as a damping ratio value in 
terms of critical damping. 
 
The aerodynamic forces as well as the aerodynamic damping forces (depending on the 
analysis performed) are mapped onto the finite element mesh by using a conservative 
approach, in which the overall integrated force is maintained.  
 
The AROMA tool includes modal analysis and forced response solvers. 
 
Aerodynamically uncoupled forced response analyses consider only the aerodynamic 
forces from blade row interaction in the dynamic equation. Damping (aerodynamic 
damping and/or mechanical damping) is considered as a single value input. Mistuning is 
considered by importing different bladed disk sectors (with different structural properties) 
and different patterns can be assigned in order to obtain different mistuned configurations. 
Presently, a Guyan reduction technique is implemented in order to reduce the model size. 
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The output of this analysis is the complex displacement at each sector, which is then 
exported to commercial FE solvers in which the alternating stress are obtained. In many 
cases, forced response analyses consider only the amplitude levels, which permit to 
identify which modes are dangerous. Nevertheless, in order to determine the fatigue risk 
the fatigue material data as well as the mean and dynamic stresses should be considered. 
AROMA includes an application in which stresses and fatigue material data are imported 
and the fatigue risk is determined at all sectors.  
 
Mode shapes can also be exported from AROMA to external solvers in order to perform 
aerodynamic damping CFD calculations. The stability curves are produced from the 
aerodynamic damping forces and mode shapes in terms of generalized forces. The 
aerodynamic coupled system is built based on the lumped mass system approach (Kielb 
2003), where the imaginary part of the forces contributes to the damping and the real part 
to the stiffness. The complex eigen value problem is solved and the aerodynamic damping 
value for each mode at different inter blade phase angles as well as the frequency 
variation due to the aerodynamic coupling are obtained. The stability curves are in this 
case obtained mode by mode. 
 
A new approach which considers the aerodynamic damping forces from different mode 
families is also implemented in AROMA. This method is here referred to as Multimode 
Least Square (MLS). The model accounts for the force influence coefficients on the blade 
surface from blade motion CFD calculations of different modes. In this case, the 
generalized force approach is not considered, but the forces distributed over the blades. 
The distributed force influences from the different modes permit to calculate an equivalent 
stiffness matrix (in case of the real coefficients) and damping matrix (imaginary influence 
coefficients) which satisfy the forcing solution for the modes. This is done by a matrix 
determination system based on a least square approximation. Assembling the full annulus 
system considering the aerodynamic mass, damping and stiffness matrices would result in 
a large model, and thus a Guyan projection is performed which allows reducing the model 
size. As a result, stability curves for different modes can be obtained from solving this 
dynamic equation system not being restricted to one single mode. On the other hand, the 
aerodynamic forces from blade row interaction forces can be included in this analysis, and 
aerodynamic coupled forced response analysis considering different family of modes can 
be obtained. This model also has capabilities for structural mistuning and aerodynamic 
mistuning. Aerodynamic mistuning is considered as perturbations of the influence 
coefficients as presented by Kielb (2007). 
 
One of the advantages of the aerodynamically coupled analysis using the MLS is that the 
effect of mistuning on forced response will also include the change in aerodynamic 
damping. This is relevant especially in the analysis of blisks, where the aerodynamic 
damping is the major damping source. On the other hand, a frequency sweep can be 
performed and due to the least square approximation of the aerodynamic damping and 
stiffness matrices, the aerodynamic damping will be approximated at all frequencies, 
capturing also the interaction between mode families. 
 
The validation of the tool has been done by parts, by comparing first the accuracy of the 
forced response and modal solver to the results with external solvers. Reduced Order 
Models results have been compared to full models and convergence studies have been 
performed.  
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Demonstration of different capabilities of the tool is presented here. First, the forced 
response of a transonic compressor blade is assessed. Second, demonstration of 
mistuning capabilities is presented in a simple blisk. Finally, the aerodynamic coupled 
forced response and stability analyses of the transonic blade considering structural 
mistuning and mode family interaction is assessed. 
 
Test data is currently not available and it is the intention to perform further validations of 
the tool with experiments in future work.  
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4. AROMA DESCRIPTION 

4.1. General Description 

4.1.1. Program Platform 

The AROMA tool is presently built in Matlab 2007a, which permits establishing the 
aeromechanical chain in a simple manner due to the language simplicity and user friendly 
interface. In a later stage, a different programming language can be implemented in order 
to overcome limitations of memory when considering very large models, which even 
reduced could reach memory limits. 
 

4.1.2. Types of Analyses 

The main analyses available in the tool are the following: 
  

1) Modal Analysis 
2) Non aerodynamically coupled forced response analysis from aerodynamic forcing 

data 
3) Stability analysis by using the lumped mass system 
4) Aerodynamically coupled forced response analysis using the lumped mass system 
5) Aerodynamically coupled forced response analysis considering mode family 

interaction by using the MLS method 
6) Aerodynamic coupled stability analysis considering aerodynamic damping data by 

using the MLS method. 
 

4.1.3. Mistuning Capabilities 

Structural mistuning is available for all analyses above. Aerodynamic mistuning is 
available for analyses 3 to 6 above. Mistuning is assessed by performing a static 
condensation (Guyan reduction).  
 

4.1.4. Inputs from External Solvers 

The input data from different FE and CFD solvers implemented in AROMA are listed in the 
following tables. The input data to AROMA consists in text files with different formats and 
thus it is possible to easily adapt input data from other FE and CFD codes. It is also 
possible to apply forces at specific node(s) in case of aerodynamic data is not available.  
 
 

Table 4-1: Structural data input from FE solvers 
FE solvers Status 

ANSYS Structural 11.0 Available 
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Table 4-2: Structural data input from CFD solvers 
CFD solvers Input form Status 

Volsol non-linear Euler 
(3D) 

Distributed harmonic 
forces / Unsteady 

Forces 
Available 

Volsol non-linear Navier 
Stokes (3D) 

Distributed harmonic 
forces / Unsteady 

Forces 
Available 

Linsol (Linearized Euler) 
(3D) Harmonic pressures Available 

Linsol (Linearized 
Navier Stokes) (3D) Harmonic pressures Available 

CFX non-linear Euler 
and Navier Stokes (3D) Unsteady Forces Available 

Fluent non-linear Euler 
and Navier Stokes (3D) Unsteady Forces Available 

 

4.1.5. FE and CFD Mesh Coupling 

Due to the mean loads that the blade is subjected to during operation, the blade is 
deformed. This deformed geometry (hot geometry) should match the aerodynamic design 
and is the one used for CFD calculations. The blade at rest or manufactured (cold 
geometry) must be determined after several iterations usually done using FE codes. The 
cold geometry should satisfy that when the structure is loaded (or pre-stressed) the 
resulting deformed blade matches the designed blade.   
 
Since the cold (FE mesh) and hot (CFD mesh) geometries are different, the structural 
dynamic analyses must be performed on the pre-stressed geometry for consistency of 
geometry and to capture the changes in stiffness. AROMA considers as input pre-stressed 
geometries on the FE side. Nevertheless, even when the CFD and pre-stressed FE 
geometries would be the same (or sufficiently close) the meshes are still different and thus 
a mapping procedure for transferring the unsteady forces from the fluid dynamic analysis 
to the structural dynamic analysis is required.  
 
The AROMA mapping application takes as input the coordinates of both FE and CFD 
meshes and places the harmonic CFD forces at the closest FE node. In this sense, the 
integrated force over the blade is maintained. This method avoids restrictions to the type of 
CFD or FE meshes used. The mapping application can be used from the FE to the CFD 
mesh in case of exporting mode shapes for aerodynamic damping calculations. In the 
case that the CFD forces are mapped to the FE mesh in external programs, input files with 
the FE forces can also be imported.  
 

4.1.6. Damping Capabilities 

Damping can be included as a damping ratio value accounting for aerodynamic or 
mechanical damping in both aerodynamically coupled and un-coupled forced response 
analysis.  Non linear damping models are not currently implemented. In this sense, the 
AROMA tool is currently most suitable for blisk assemblies. Nevertheless, in case of 
stability analysis of bladed disks, AROMA could be applied in a first linear analysis to 
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determine if the structure is stable or not. In the case of an unstable condition, a non 
linearity can allow reaching a limit cycle regime in which a non linear analysis would then 
be required. 
 

4.1.7. Output 

All the stability analyses performed return as output the stability curve, including the 
aerodynamic damping in terms of critical damping ratio vs. the frequency change due to 
aerodynamic coupling. The forced response analyses return as a main output the complex 
amplitudes in all the blades. The output format is compatible to the input of external FE 
solvers for stress assessment. In the present case, ANSYS output data is produced. A 
fatigue risk application is implemented in AROMA in which mean stress, alternating 
stresses and fatigue material data can be imported in order to produce Haigh Diagrams. 
The fatigue risk is reached in terms of stress factors, which relate the alternating stress of 
the critical point of the blade to the maximum allowable stress of that point, as shown in 
Eq. 4-1. 

Eq. 4-1 
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The alternating octahedral stress at each node is calculated by: 

Eq. 4-2 
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The mean stress is obtained after a static analysis considering centrifugal loads, mean 
flow pressure loads and thermal loads. The principal stresses are extracted at each node 
and the mean stress is calculated by: 

Eq. 4-3 
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Figure 4-1: Haigh Diagram; Fatigue risk envelope 
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ycσ : Cyclic yield stress 

fσ : Fatigue stress 
:yσ  Yield stress 

uσ : Ultimate stress 

pσ : Empirical high static stress alternating stress limit 
 
The Haigh diagram (sines) is built from the fatigue material data and the static and 
alternating stresses at each node. The envelope setting the HCF limits is shown in Figure 
4-1.  
 

4.1.8. Limitations 

For 3D structural coupled mistuning calculations, the interface nodes between sectors 
must be selected as master nodes. This sets a limitation in the minimum number of master 
nodes selected and thus the reduced model size. Currently AROMA is developed in 
Matlab and the analyses here presented are performed by using a single laptop. For this 
reason, industrial blisks analyses with high density of nodes in the interface could reach 
the memory limits. The limitations on model size could be overcome by implementing a 
more efficient reduction technique (e.g. AMM, FMM or Craig Bampton) and/or changing 
the programming language. This is aimed in further continuation of the work.  
  
 
 

4.2.  Multimode Least Square (MLS) method 

Aerodynamic coupling is in general accounted for in stability analysis, in which the 
unsteady aerodynamic forces act similar to dampers and springs in a lumped mass 
system. This kind of analysis is performed individually for each mode family and valid 
when there is no mode family interaction or the mode families have a considerable 
frequency separation. Nowadays, compressor blades tend to be lighter and thinner, 
exposed to higher speeds and having more twist and thus the coupling between the 
modes could result in coalescence flutter. Gerolymos (1993) has shown that coupling 
between the third and fourth mode of 10% resulted in a 30% of damping in a tuned rotor 
after iterations in a partially coupled FE-CFD solver. A sensitivity study of close frequency 
mode families on the stability of a highly loaded compressor fan blade was presented by 
Mårtensson et al. (2008) by using two coupled modes aeroelastic system based in 
generalized coordinates. It was shown that two stable modes could become unstable if 
their frequency separation is less than 2%. In the same line, the aerodynamic damping in 
forced response analysis predicted in closely spaced mode families by using a single 
mode family model can result in misleading conclusions.  
 
 
A new method which permits to analyze both forced response and stability considering 
aerodynamic coupling of different mode families is implemented in AROMA. The method, 
here referred as MLS (Multimode Least Square) considers blade motion forces from 
different modes and calculates the aerodynamic matrixes by means of a least square (L2) 
approximation and permits to predict the effect of mode families interaction with 
capabilities of structural, aerodynamic and force mistuning. 
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The MLS consists on solving the dynamic equation considering aerodynamic damping and 
stiffness matrices which represent the aerodynamic forces resulting from different vibration 
modes. In order to determine these matrices from different modes, a matrix determination 
system is assessed by performing a least square approximation. For this purpose the 
unsteady forces are transformed to the influence coefficient domain through Fourier 
decomposition. 
 
The dynamic equation considering the aerodynamic matrices is solved in the similar 
manner as in the single degree of freedom (SDOF) approach, as shown in the following 
equation: 

Eq. 4-4 
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The stability of the system for the modes of interest can be determined by solving the 
complex eigen-value problem (Eq. 4-4) and the aerodynamic coupled forced response 
analysis by solving the following equation: 

Eq. 4-5 
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In the MLS method, the blades are not considered in generalized coordinates, but rather 
the complete blade FE mesh, and thus the solution is not restricted to a single family of 
modes. Determination of the aerodynamic damping AEROC  and stiffness AEROK  matrices 
from the aerodynamic modal forces and modal displacement vectors from different mode 
families is one of the main focuses of the method. The matrix determination is based on 
satisfying the following equation: 

Eq. 4-6 
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aeroF  is the aerodynamic force vector in the influence coefficient domain which will result 
from a blade with an aerodynamic stiffness aeroK  with a motion given by the vector x . In 
general the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) unsteady calculations are performed by 
using modal displacement vectors ( iP ), and thus modal forces ( iG ) are obtained for each 
mode i . It is then necessary to approximate the solution as a function of the modal vectors 
iP . The real displacement x  of each node k  can be approximated to a solution y  as a 

combination of different modes m  proportional to generalized coordinates a  as presented 
in the following equation:  

Eq. 4-7 
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The superscripts refer to the node numbers and the subscripts to the mode number. The 
most modes included will then approximate best to the real solution. 
In order to find which set of y  approximates x , a least square L2 approximation is 
considered, in which the best solution respect to the generalized coordinates is achieved 
by solving for its minimum, as shown in the equations below. 

Eq. 4-8 
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The mathematical derivation is presented in more detailed in Paper III. Since solving a full 
annulus aerodynamically coupled model can be extremely large, a reduced assembled 
system is then obtained by a Guyan projection considering a selection of master nodes. 
The structural stiffness, damping and mass matrices are reduced as well as the force 
influence coefficients resulting in a reduced dynamic equation system. 
 
Once the reduced aerodynamic matrices are obtained, the dynamic system can be 
assembled for both forced response and stability analysis. For forced response, the 
aerodynamic damping is resolved automatically when exciting to a specific mode and 
pattern of excitation. In the case of mode family interaction, the system would detect this 
interaction and the aerodynamic damping would then be approximated for this situation.  
For stability determination, the change in aerodynamic damping due to mode family 
interaction would also be captured. In the case of mode families well separated from each 
other, the generalized coordinate approach is suitable for forced response and stability in a 
simpler and yet accurate manner.  
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5. APPLICATION AND DISCUSSIONS 

The applicability of AROMA and achievement of the objectives is presented by three 
difference case studies:  
 
1) High Cycle Fatigue analysis on a transonic compressor blade. Based on paper I. 
 
 2) Mistuning analysis on a simple blisk. Based on paper II. 
 
3) Aerodynamically coupled forced response and stability analysis considering mistuning 
by applying the MLS method. Based on paper III. 
 
 

5.1. High Cycle Fatigue Analysis on a Transonic Compressor Blade 

The application of the tool for HCF analysis has been applied to a transonic compressor 
blade referred here as Hulda (Mårtensson et al 2007). The blade studied is a rotor blade 
part of a 1 ½ stage consisting of 5 struts, 15 variable inlet guide vanes (VIGV), 23 rotors 
and 51 stators. The objective of the analysis is to determine the rotor blade fatigue risk of 
possible resonance crossings in the operating range. The resonance crossings can be 
determined by modal analysis and the fatigue risk of each crossing is determined by 
including in the analysis the blade row interaction unsteady forces at the engine orders of 
interest.  
 
Different methods for CFD blade row interaction forced response computations are 
available in literature, in which chorochronic methods (Erdos 1977, He 1992) are widely 
applied due to their capability of reducing the domain to single blade row passages. For 
this reason, different turbomachinery industries are encouraged to develop their own in-
house chorochronic codes and commercial tools suppliers have begun to develop solvers 
using this approach. In cases when the chorochronic solvers are not available, the blade 
row interaction calculations could be performed by computing only one sector of the 
domain having periodic boundaries. This is not always straight forward since the blade 
count ratio is not usually an integer fraction and modification of the geometry is required. A 
sensitivity study on the accuracy of this approach is presented in Paper I. 
 
The method is based on changing the geometry of the blades (scaling) in order to obtain a 
matching net pitch between the blade rows included. The scaling is done maintaining 
solidity such as to have a minimum effect on the aerodynamics (or the loading). This is 
achieved when the scaling is moderate and the change in the end-walls is not large. The 
unsteady forces for this kind of machine can then be accurately calculated if the stage 
scaling is less than 5%. A post processing for back-scaling the geometry and frequency is 
necessary.  
 
Considering this restrictions the 1 ½ stage has been scaled to a sector with an angle of 72 
degrees (1/5 of the total domain). The blade row interaction forces were obtained using a 
3D Unsteady Navier Stokes solver (Volsol, Groth et al 1996). 
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The scaled machine considers only the calculation of 1 strut, 5 VIGVs, 5 rotors and 10 
stators (Figure 5-1). The operating point calculated is at the design speed (21000 rpm) and 
at a pressure ratio of 1.93. The harmonic forces for the 5, 15, 20, 30 and 51 Engine Orders 
(EO) have been obtained from a Fourier transformation.  
 

1 strut 3 VIGVs 5 rotors 10 stators

72°

1 strut 3 VIGVs 5 rotors 10 stators

72°

1 strut 3 VIGVs 5 rotors 10 stators

72°

 
Figure 5-1: 1 ½ stage scaled to a 72 degree sector (mid span) 

 
The structural domain considered is one rotor blade alone attached to the root and the 
structural mesh is obtained using a commercial Finite Element code (ANSYS 11.0). The 
Campbell diagram is built by doing a modal analysis at different pre-stressed conditions 
(different rotational speeds). 35 possible resonance crossings have been found in the 
operating range (0.6Ωd-1.12Ωd) as presented in Figure 5-2. 
 
This Campbell diagram represents only the blade modes and would be equivalent to a 
bladed disk responding to a nodal diameter zero. A resonance condition would occur only 
if the frequency and pattern of the excitation coincides with the eigen frequency at that 
nodal diameter pattern. On the other hand, the position of the crossings in the Campbell 
diagram can be moved when the disk is considered due to change in eigen frequency for 
different nodal diameters, especially for higher modes. Thus, a Campbell diagram for each 
nodal diameter would be required for a more precise analysis. The present analysis aims 
to give a first estimation of the dangerousness of the possible crossings and only the 
Campbell diagram of the blade alone is considered. 

For demonstration purposes, the levels of all the crossings are going to be analyzed as if 
they are resonance crossings, not depending on the pattern of excitation (conservative 
solution). Since the crossings occur at different rotational speeds as calculated in the CFD 
(21000 rpm), the force amplitude is adjusted proportional to the square of the ratio of the 
crossing rotational speed and CFD rotational speed. A similar approach has been 
presented by Mårtensson et al 2009. A first overview of the dangerousness of the 
crossings has been assessed by calculating the generalized forces for each of the 
crossings as shown in Figure 5-3.  
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Figure 5-2: Campbell diagram of transonic blade Hulda  

 
Figure 5-3: Crossing dangerousness considering the generalized forces and rotational 

speed adjustment 

Mode 2 

Mode 11Mode 10 
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Doing this makes possible to prioritize the crossings and determine which should be 
studied with more detail. In the present case, the resonance crossings which are expected 
to have the highest stress levels are mode 2 excited by the 5EO forces and modes 10 and 
11 excited by the 20EO forces. 
 
In the present study the complete forced response chain of all the 35 crossings has been 
performed and the fatigue risk assessed for each. The total damping is estimated to be 1% 
for all the crossings. Nevertheless, since this is a blisk the main contributor to the damping 
is aerodynamic and it will change for each mode and for each excitation pattern (or nodal 
diameter). In the present case, a constant value of damping to 1% will permit to determine 
the dangerousness of each crossing and compare the forced response results with the 
generalized force approach in terms of relative danger between the crossings. 
    
The stress factors for tension and compression have been analyzed separately, 
considering that the tension stresses are of major impact on the HCF problems. These are 
presented in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4: Tension stress factors for the 35 crossings in the operating range 

 
Consistently with the determination of the most dangerous modes using the generalized 
force approach, the modes 2, 10 and 11 are the ones experiencing the highest tension 
stress factors. These mode shapes are presented in Figure 5-5, where the shaded regions 
present the high displacement locations of these modes. In this case, the crossing of mode 
2 with the 5EO is predicted as the most critical mode, being the maximum stress level 
above the material fatigue limit (i.e. higher than 1).  
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Mode 2 Mode 10 Mode 11 

Figure 5-5: Mode shapes of the most critical crossings 
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Figure 5-6: Haigh diagram from forced response; mode 2 excited by 5EO; zoom (right) 
 

 

 

 
 

Mean stress, [Pa] Octahedral Alternating Stress, [Pa] 
 

Figure 5-7: Mean and alternating stress distribution; mode 2 excited by 20EO; critical 
tension and compression regions highlighted 
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The alternating stresses and Haigh diagram of this crossing are presented in Figure 5-6 
and Figure 5-7. The tension critical point is located close to mid span and close to the 
leading edge, being high stresses at the edges of major risk of crack initiation. The 
compressive stress is much localized and also is low compared to the tension stresses. 
 
The three first dangerous modes could be further analyzed looking at their variation in 
frequency with nodal diameter and their new location in the Campbell diagram. 
Determination of the stress factors in the new positions and their corresponding 
aerodynamic damping can then be performed if a more accurate analysis is needed. 
 
The applicability of AROMA in preliminary aeromechanic design considering the Campbell 
diagram has been presented here. A first estimation of the fatigue risk can be determined 
using this simplified approach, in which the blade row interaction forces at one operating 
point can be integrated in a the frequency analysis (Campbell diagram) and critical 
crossings determined. This analysis can be done at the very first stage of the 
aeromechanical design, in which changes in the structural properties can be performed in 
order to move dangerous crossings away from the operating range or estimate the 
damping necessary in order to reduce the stress levels. Due to the involvement of only the 
blade, parametric studies can be performed prior to including more complicated models 
such as mistuned blisks.   
 
The forced response analysis here presented have been validated with commercial tools 
(ANSYS) in which the alternating stresses of the blade subject to CFD forces have been 
calculated and compared. However the complete aeromechanical analysis considering the 
fatigue risk, force amplitude adjustment with rotational speed, aerodynamic damping for 
each mode has not been experimentally measured. The results currently demonstrate the 
applicability of the tool for preliminary design and have shown consistency with the 
behavior of this blade according to industry experience. Further validation with 
experiments is aimed for a later stage. 
 
 

5.2. Mistuning Analysis on a Simple Blisk 

The mistuning capabilities of AROMA are demonstrated on a simple blisk geometry as 
presented in Figure 5-8. This section is based on Paper II. The purpose of this paper is to 
demonstrate the procedure in order to include structural mistuning forced response 
analyses comparing the accuracy of the reduced models to the full assembly. Again here, 
the fatigue risk is determined.  
 
Three different mistuning configurations (alternant mistuning, only one mistuned blade and 
random mistuning) have been applied by importing different sectors with a density 
difference of 3%. The model was reduced to 17% as compared to the full model by 
assembling different reduced sectors. The reduction is performed by first selecting master 
nodes in the sector which are located in zones of expected high displacements, 
considering non redundant nodes (nodes located very close to each other) and preserving 
a partially uniform distribution. In this case, each sector has 115 master nodes. The full 
annulus model is assembled from the reduced sectors and thus it is required to select the 
interface nodes. Currently, the reduction is done by a static condensation (Guyan 
reduction) which is suitable for low frequency modes.   
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Figure 5-8: Simple 3D blisk mistuned model 

 
 
This procedure allows assembling sectors with either small changes in geometry or other 
structural properties (i.e.: mass and stiffness). An arbitrary force was applied to the 
different blades, with a pattern distribution such as to excite the nodal diameter three 
(+3ND). In this case, damping is considered as a single value in terms of critical damping 
ratio and equal to 1%. Both tuned and mistuned cases have been solved and the fatigue 
risk assessed by means of stress factors. The comparison of the reduced and full model is 
also assessed. 
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Figure 5-9: Modal analysis of the tuned case for both full and reduced model 

 
The accuracy achieved by the reduced model (ROM) as compared to the full model is 
higher for the low mode families (first flapping 1F and first torsion 1T) as depicted in Figure 
5-9. This is a typical behavior of the type of reduction implemented. It is also possible to 
see that for the blisk studied, the first family of modes (bending mode) is blade dominated, 
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maintaining almost a constant frequency with change in nodal diameter. The second family 
of modes (first torsion), on the other hand, is a disk dominated mode, having an increase 
in resonance frequency with nodal diameter. It is important to highlight that for this kind of 
mode families (disk dominated), it is important to consider the change in frequency when 
looking at the Campbell diagram. In this sense, a crossing obtained considering the blade 
alone frequency can be moved outside or inside the frequency range when looking the 
nodal diameter Campbell diagram which will be excited at that crossing engine order 
excitation.  

 
In the present study, the Campbell diagram is not performed, but rather the focus is in the 
amplitude response and stresses that the blisk will have if the first mode family is excited 
with a specific nodal diameter pattern for both tuned and mistuned cases. 
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a)                                                                b) 

Figure 5-10: Tuned case (a); Mistuned ROM case 1 (b)  
 
The frequency sweep response obtained with the reduced model is also well predicted as 
compared to the full model (Figure 5-10a), with a difference in peak amplitude of 0.18%. 
The same accuracy with respect to the full model has been obtained for the other two 
mistuned configurations (alternant mistuning and random mistuning). The forced response 
absolute amplitude at each blade tip of the mistuned blisk configuration with only one 
mistuned blade is presented in Figure 5-10b, where the frequency split due to mistuning as 
well as the difference in amplitude due to mode localization gets apparent. In this case, the 
mistuned blade is not the one experiencing the maximum amplitude but its peak frequency 
separates from the rest. This behavior is consistent with the Fundamental Mistuning Model 
(FMM) and Asymptotic Mistuning Model (AMM) approaches in which the deviation of 
frequency of the individual blades to the tuned blade frequency is a measure of mistuning 
strength.  
 
The highest amplitude magnification (around 1.2) respect to the tuned case is experienced 
by the alternant mistuning configuration (case 2 in Figure 5-11). Nevertheless, the 
difference between the other two cases is not excessive. In the present case, it is 
considered that the damping is not changing with amplitude (it would change in case of 
friction damping) or with mistuning (it would change in case of aerodynamic damping as in 
Paper III). Since the damping here considered is a function of the critical damping ratio 
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(refer to Paper II), the frequency split can cause an increase or decrease of this source of 
damping due to the difference in the frequency peak of the different blades.  In the present 
study, the major amplitude magnification occurs close to the tuned frequency and thus 
damping is remaining constant making the effect of mode localization the main reason for 
amplitude increase.  
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Figure 5-11: Amplitude magnification of single mistuned blade (1), alternant mistuning (2) 

and random mistuning (3) 
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Figure 5-12: Stress factor of critical blades; ROM and full model 
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For demonstration purposes, arbitrary fatigue data has been selected and the stress 
factors have been determined. It is noticed that the maximum stress factors at each 
mistuned configuration occurs at sectors with the highest amplitudes. The comparison of 
the stress factors for each case with the full model is presented in Figure 5-12. The Haigh 
diagram of mistuned case 2 (alternant mistuning) is presented in Figure 5-13, where the 
critical point is highlighted and agreement in stress distribution between reduced and full 
models is also achieved with the reduction applied (with a deviation of 0.4%). 
 
The forced response analysis chain with capabilities of mistuning has been demonstrated 
in this simple blisk model. Not only the amplitudes have been obtained, as it is usually 
presented, but also a first fatigue risk indicator based on the stress assessment 
incorporating the fatigue material data available.  
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Figure 5-13: Haigh diagram of case 2; sector 11; ROM and full. Zoom (right) 

 

5.3. Aerodynamically Coupled Forced Response on Transonic 
Compressor Blade 

The application of the MLS has been performed on the highly loaded transonic 
compressor blade. The details of this work are presented in Paper III. The purpose of this 
paper is to study the applicability of the method on aerodynamically coupled blades forced 
response and aerodynamic damping when different mode families are considered. The 
effect of mistuning is also assessed. Consideration of the first three mode families (first 
bending 1F, second bending 2F and first torsion 1T) in the aerodynamically coupled 
system is assessed.  
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Figure 5-14: Master nodes selected for blade reduction; 1.17% of full model 

 
In order to reduce the model size a set of master nodes on the blade were chosen (1.17% 
of the full model) such as to capture both frequencies and mode shapes sufficiently 
accurate as compared to the non-reduced model. The master nodes, which usually 
capture best both frequencies and mode shapes are those partially uniformly distributed 
over the blade but with the tendency that more nodes are located towards the zones with 
higher mode energy. For the present case, the master nodes describing well the second 
mode (Figure 5-14), also capture well the behavior of the first bending and first torsion 
modes as compared to the full model.  
 

5.3.1. Stability Analysis 

The stability analysis is performed by using the single degree of approach (mode by mode) 
and using the MLS method (different modes considered).  
 

 
a)       b) 

   
Figure 5-15: Stability with no interaction of mode families (a); Stability with mode family 

interaction (b); mode 3. 
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In order to validate the results and to be able of comparing both approaches, the MLS 
aerodynamic matrices should only consider the aerodynamic forces contribution of the 
compared mode.  
 
The stability of the third mode family resulting from both approaches is presented in Figure 
5-15a, with a stability curve amplitude difference of less than 1%. This difference was 
determined to be due to the reduction. 
 
The first three blade modes have enough frequency separation (58% between the first and 
second mode and 10% between the second and third mode) and it is therefore not 
expected that the modes will interact considerably. To account for this interaction the MLS 
aerodynamic matrices should consider the different modes (modes 1, 2 and 3) 
aerodynamic forces. The mode interaction difference can be observed in Figure 5-15b 
where mode 3 has only a small difference due to the interaction with mode 2 at some 
nodal diameters (MLS 3 modes compared to MLS one mode). Nevertheless, the stability 
curve amplitude remains almost unaffected (a difference of 0.01%). 
 

5.3.2. Forced Response Analysis 

In a tuned case assembly with no mode family interaction, with only aerodynamic damping 
and in which the aerodynamic damping forces do not affect the mode shapes (lightly 
damped blades), the forced response amplitude level for different nodal diameter 
excitation patterns could be first predicted by performing a decoupled analysis or blade 
alone analysis. This means that the tuned force response analysis of the aerodynamically 
coupled system (e.g. using the MLS) being excited at different nodal diameters force 
patterns would result in the response of the blade alone excited with the same force 
magnitude and with a damping equal to the one obtained in the stability analysis at 
different nodal diameters.  

 
Figure 5-16: Forced response at different nodal diameters considering change in 

aerodynamic damping using coupled and non-coupled approaches  
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This blade alone forced response analysis is performed here for 1) the full blade alone 
model with the damping obtained in the single degree of freedom approach (Non-coupled 
sdof), 2) for the reduced blade alone with the aerodynamic damping obtained in the 
stability analysis by using the MLS model (Non-coupled ROM) and the results compared 
with 3) the forced response of the tuned aerodynamically coupled system by applying 
different excitation patterns (Aero-coupled MLS-ROM).  
 
The excitation forces (blade row interaction forces) applied are those obtained for the 
15EO and in order to compare the results the amplitude of the force is kept constant 
regardless the frequency. The forced response was performed only in the frequency range 
of modes 2 and 3 since mode 1 at the operating point calculated is unstable.  
 
Good agreement for the three methods is observed in Figure 5-16 for mode 3 with a 
difference of around 1% when comparing the standard deviation to the maximum 
amplitude obtained. This is the same order of magnitude of the differences obtained for the 
reduction technique. This is also consistent with the fact that the mode families are not 
interacting and there is no major influence of mode coupling. Similar accuracy was 
obtained for mode 2.  
 
The effect of structural mistuning is also assessed by implementing an alternating pattern 
of blades with difference of ±3% of density respect to the tuned blade. A clear frequency 
split in two groups is observed when performing the stability analysis (see Figure 5-17), 
which is typical of structural mistuning in an alternating pattern (Kahl 2006).  
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Figure 5-17: Stability analysis of mistuned assembly; MLS; tuned and mistuned 
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Figure 5-18: Amplitude magnification with respect to the tuned case due to mistuning; 

MLS; mode 3 
 

As expected, the aerodynamic damping tends to converge to the mean value of the tune 
case. If now the forced response analogue to the presented above is performed for the 
mistuned case and no other source of damping is considered, amplitude magnification or 
amplitude reduction is experienced depending on 1) the increase or decrease in 
aerodynamic damping due to mistuning of the specific nodal diameter and 2) the strength 
of mode localization due to the structural mistuning. This is clearly seen in Figure 5-18 in 
which the highest amplitude magnification is around 1.8 and the minimum is 0.5 (or a 
reduction by a factor of 2).  In the mistuned assembly, the cyclic symmetry is broken and 
the nodal diameter patterns of the response are not clearly identified. The nodal diameters 
in this figure refer to the excitation patterns applied and the response obtained at that 
specific nodal diameter pattern. 
 

 
a)      b) 

Figure 5-19: Frequency response at different blades; no mode interaction at 3% mistuning 
amplitude (a); mode interaction at 9% of mistuning amplitude (b); ND2B; MLS 
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The frequency split due to mistuning also causes a reduction of mode family frequency 
separation for some nodal diameters. Consequently, the probability of mode interaction 
increases. With a 3% of mistuning strength the second and third modes decrease their 
frequency separation to 7.66%. This separation is still high enough and no mode 
interaction is observed. 

 
The mistuning amplitude has been increased to 9% and the frequency separation is then 
reduced to 2.83% for the closest nodal diameters patterns. At this frequency separation an 
interaction between the modes is observed. This is indicated in Figure 5-19b in the 
response at the excitation pattern of backward nodal diameter 2 (ND2B). Close to 3180Hz 
some blades respond to the 1T mode shape and others to the 2F mode shape in an 
alternating pattern. Illustration of the mode shapes is depicted in Figure 5-20. This kind of 
interaction could not be predicted by single mode families’ methods for mistuning 
consideration and thus the relevance of the MLS method approach.  
 

 
Figure 5-20: Modes interaction due to mistuning; ND2B; MLS 

 
 
The MLS has been applied here to only aerodynamically coupled analyses. Nevertheless, 
the method is flexible for adaptation to structural coupling. Aerodynamic mistuning can 
also be considered by perturbing the influence coefficients and force mistuning by 
perturbing the blade row interaction force magnitude at each blade. The MLS opens up for 
a variety of aeromechanical analyses with the advantage of not being restricted to one 
single family of modes. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

Fulfillment of the aims 
 

The aim of this work was the development of a numerical tool for prediction of 
aeromechanical problems in turbomachinery. The numerical tool has been developed 
considering the integration of different fields in the aeromechanical design, in which forced 
response and stability analyses are assessed in a computational framework.  
 
The tool is consistent with the aeromechanical design chain in which the main outputs are 
the stability margins and high cycle fatigue risk of the resonance points of interest. 
 
The tool considers inputs from external solvers not being a monolithic program and is open 
for further adaptations of aerodynamic solvers and methods.  
 
A frequency analysis through a Campbell diagram permits the preliminary identification of 
potential crossings on the operating range and further forced response analyses permits to 
identify the dangerousness of each. The fatigue risk can be determined not only by 
calculation the amplitude but considering also a stress assessment and fatigue material 
data.  
 
AROMA capabilities of mistuning are implemented by application of a simple reduced 
order modeling technique and demonstrated on a simple blisk analysis. Good accuracy 
with respect to the full model is obtained not only in considerations with the amplitude 
levels but also considering stress distribution and fatigue risk.  
 
A new method (MLS) which considers aerodynamically coupled analysis for solving forced 
response and stability analyses has been proposed and implemented in the tool. The 
method considers the interaction between different mode families. It allows determination 
of the effect of structural mistuning on the final response considering at the same time the 
effect on aerodynamic damping.  
 
Application of the MLS method on a transonic compressor blade has shown that in cases 
where the major source of damping is aerodynamic the final response when considering 
mistuning depends not only in the strength of mode localization due to mistuning but also 
in the mistuning effect on the aerodynamic damping.  
 
The frequency split due to mistuning can cause mode families to be closer in frequency 
with the possibilities of mode interaction. This can affect both aerodynamic damping and 
forced response with a change not only in amplitude but also in the mode shapes. This 
highlights the relevance of accounting for methods not restricted to a single mode family 
especially in blisk, in which major source of damping is aerodynamic.  
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 Future Outcomes 
 
The MLS method can be easily extended to structurally coupled analyses and 
considerations of not only structural mistuning but aerodynamic mistuning are straight 
forward adaptations.  
 
Non-linear models in order to account for mechanical damping are targeted capabilities of 
the tool and applicability in not only blisks but also bladed disks could be assessed.  
 
Different reduced order models, such as the Asymptotic Mistuning Model (AMM) and other 
methods considering dynamic condensation as the Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) 
techniques are also possible adaptations of the tool, especially when considering very 
large models. 
 
The main procedure and methods are currently developed in Matlab 2007a which 
permitted successful standardization for assessment of aeromechanical problems and yet 
enhance a user-friendly interface. Nevertheless, when considering large models, memory 
limitations can be easily reached. Adaptation of the model to a different programming 
language is then suggested. 
 
An extensive validation of all the functionality of AROMA compared to test results could be 
an interesting perspective.  
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